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SUPERHERO SUNMAN ® COMIC BOOK SPECIAL EDITION, CARMAN KEDDY
2021 Part 1 of 2 Doomsday Attack
Sky Anderson, age 27, at night squats as one eye is pinned
to the lens tube of a squat telescope set up on the parking
lot at Griffith Observatory. He's viewing a relatively star
devoid section of night sky. A few others, young and old,
are gathered about the telescopes they got set up there too.
A girl, twelve, goes over to Sky.
THE GIRL:
Can I see, too?
Sky nods, backing from lens. Girl goes and looks through it.
THE GIRL: (cont'd)
Nothing there! Don't know where to
point to see stuff, mister?
SKY:
No. Feel going see something, there.
THE GIRL:
Pop from nothing? That's nuts!
SKY:
Yeah..
THE GIRL:
Odd.
SKY:
Let you in on a secret?..
THE GIRL:
You can. Mouth zipped!
SKY:
I sense stuff no-one else can.
THE GIRL:
No way. Have be a starman to..
EXT. GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY OVERLOOK - NIGHT, LITTLE LATER
Sky's back below the telescope, eye pinned to it, girl gone
off. Two consecutive views of what Sky sees through eyepiece
ten seconds apart. Earlier one shows but few faint points of
light. Later view shows all same except there's a new point
of light center screen brighter than rest of the background.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
SKY: (INITIAL GRIN TURNS SOUR)
Why hello, there! Wish could say welcome but got a bad feeling about you!
Sky has a sudden flash inside his mind that pierces him with
a sharp ache. It's of the fuzzy image of an asteroid. His
mind has it superimposed near the atmospheric skin of Earth.
It appears there as wide as the state of California below!
As Sky's dizzily kneels by his telescope, the girl comes
back over and stands by him. She looks worriedly at Sky.
THE GIRL:
You okay, mister? Sick?
SKY:
Get over in a sec. Don't you worry.
Just I got one big problem to kick!
THE GIRL:
Yeah? Sure you be able to!
SKY:
Sure hope so kid. Sure and got, to!
EXT. GRIFFITH'S OBSERVATORY - NIGHT, LITTLE WHILE LATER
Sky's back alone as watches the girl go back to her folks.
SKY:
Else, we're all doomed! In 48 hours,
sense. Kid's right. Damn thing popped
out as from nowhere. Even as the Sunman, don't got a prayer to save Earth
against that monster size of blazing
rock!! Got figure first in one big
hurry where in hell it came from. Not
natural, not at all! Such, power..
INT. STANFORD UNIVERSITY LECTURE ROOM - SAME NIGHT, LATE
Sky's at Stanford University, leaning on the desk up front
in a classroom. A distinguished looking professor is there
too, chalk in hand. He's got diagrams and equations jotted
on every cranny of space on the blackboard by him. One part
of blackboard got dots for stars as was seen through Sky's
telescope, new one as appeared, the asteroid, circled bold.
Puzzled, the professor scowls at the diagram. Sky watches
him then eyes scan across the prof's strewn equations on the
blackboard, most of them crossed out by annoyed chalk X-es.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
THE PROFESSOR, ERICH:
Happened catch sight of it first of
anyone.. When called me, not reported
yet by anyone, any.., installation!
SKY: (WRYLY)
Fluke.. .
ERICH: (WHY? HAD CONFIDED.)
No fluke! When you confided in me,
last year, can see things, ahead,
some.., had trouble believing you.
But here's the proof to the pudding!
Erick leans back on the desk behind him, Sky by it.
ERICH:
This, bad. Real bad!! No time, stop!
SKY: (GRAVE BUT
Like as kind of felt? Two days. Sure?
Damn
That
ages
done

ERLICH: (NODDING YES)
thing not anywhere before near!
big of asteroid of been spotted,
ago. Freaking odd. Not we could
much about know lot time before.

Prof rubs beard troubled in thoughts. Sky eyes alight.
SKY:
What if, opened up a, wormhole..
Prof jerks up to a stand like hit by lightning. He barges
back to blackboard and jot equations and diagram of funnel.
Sky points at the professor's equations and diagram.
SKY: (cont'd)
Have one opened, spat out, and shut?
ERLICH:
Sense, too? Did, be like fired that
out at us for purpose! Go hide tracks
then. Not get a chance find who, why!
Think that Sunman do anything, help??
As before, scene, but close up on Sky's face.
SKY: (DESPONDENT)
Rock size of California aimed at Cali
at four times speed of sound? How, I?
Close-up on the Erick's face as it scrunches staring at Sky.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
ERICH:
I.., said, I? You??..
As before scene, but medium side shot of both them in frame.
SKY: (COVERING..)
Er, I, say I? Put myself in his shoes
there. Nothing he done, suggests anywhere near that, powerful! How can I,
opps, did it again, mean he, get that
gigantic jot of boost, all a sudden?!
ERLICH:
Not know. SUNMAN, seem resourceful,
whatever be, he. Had contact, you.
SKY: (SARDONICALLY MIRTHFUL)
Got my cell number wants to call me..
ERLICH:(EYEBROWS RISE AGAIN)
Contact you again, best be right now!
He do, let know, do all best to help.
SKY:
As the smartest theoretical physicist
on the planet, sure you'd be helpful!
Back to close-up on Erlich.
Sure
Sky,
Were
work

ERLICH:
he pretty smart, of own. You
too. Third top guy, my class.
show up classes regular, do all
for marks be the tops of it!

SKY:
Lots of other stuff, on my hands..
ERLICH:
Hope Sunman not, next forty eight.
Word be out within hour. Chaos go explode on streets! All them bad shits,
exploit. Why not, anything go, fortyeight hours to end of the world.
SKY: (AS IN AWFULLY SO)
Great! All I.., he, needs..
ERICH:
Really identifying with the Sunman.
We survive, got get a that checked!
Despite situation, Sky grins. He shakes head out for effect.
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INT. COMMAND CENTER SUPERHERO SUNMAN COMPLEX - HOUR LATER
Sky inside his superhero SUNMAN facilities.
SKY:
Eve? Awake?
EVE:
You know, am always on, here for you.
SKY:
Got down everything what what.
EVE:
Know better than to ask! Every second
do now count.
SKY:
Every second is almost an eternity of
breadth to you though..
EVE:
Flatter a lady so. But got get on..
SKY:
Yeah. So no way enough power by tens
of magnitude tackle this as Sunman.
EVE:
Want me find you for you a superpower
booster shot formula.
SKY: (YET PLAYING ALONG)
No time for being sarcastic, Eve!
But, could you?!..
EVE:
Remember back when were
you came to me whenever
quate despite gifts you
always tell you as your

young, and
felt inadehave. What I
grandma.

SKY:
Got within me, all the smarts, will,
bravery and power to tackle anything.
EVE:
And..
SKY:
The magic! A destiny of mythological
proportion. You not feeding me a bull
story as any child like believe real?
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
EVE:
Now know not! Look what become already. Extreme action legend as Sky.
On top that become the Sunman everyone looks up to as a celestial beacon
of hope. As this crisis unfolds, got
show folks all the more that, during,
no matter what as happen in the end.
SKY:
The end. Of everything. How matter?..
EVE: (TRYING RALLY, ENCOURAGE)
Oh so! Abyss opens. Need hope, close!
SKY:
But it did this can open up another!
EVE:
Been attack of intergalactic scope on
us. So we know such power, exists..
SKY:
Not as easy plug immediate into such
power, as recharge one's cell phone!
EVE:
Your sense of humor one of things
most adore about you. Good to keep
now - of, the news just announced.
And my, rioting has already begun.
SKY:
As spokesperson for hope and civility, take time out from saving the
world to hit the streets as, Sunman?
EVE:
Yes, show of face. Be seen on news.
Even not believe yet how, tell all,
handle it can. They'd not know can't.
SKY:
Never let them see you, sweat..
EVE:
Not even if you are, the Sunman.
SKY:
Very funny.. . Oh, you know, be
sweating buckets anyway. Time ticking away as take the time-out.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
EVE:
Tell them got behave. Band together
themselves, against all who'd love
nothing better than tear the world
apart and devour all can, meanwhile.
That you need them give you time to
have a fighting chance to save them!
SKY: (IF PARTLY SARDONIC)
No problem. I was a pitchman once..
The extreme sport guy every brand
wanted exploit! Hated it then. But,
this sure a cause to believe in. For
brand of the human race, to survive.
EVE:
Out there, any chance, consider why..
SKY:
Have, as you.. . Think us a threat.
Think easy way to wipe us out in one
go so can rehabilitate Earth for own
use, unhindered. Or in league with
someone, thing, here, as benefit them
mutually from a devastated Earth. As
be bored deep, solid, underground.
EVE:
As beyond the strike, survive. After,
quell the unrest Sky, need say more..
Sky stares at the forlorn unrest in her holographic face..
INT./EXT. IN THE SUNSPHERE OVER LOS ANGELES - EARLY MORN
The Sunsphere hovers a hundred stories over downtown Los
Angeles below, the city core over run with a horde of people
swarming amok, the looting widespread. Objects of public
hate as banks and high end shops, that have shuttered their
doors in the face of the impending catastrophe, have been
penetrated, and many are set on fire. A pall of black smoke
merging from the fires swirls in the sky. But half the people have stopped in their tracks to gaze up at the Sunsphere.
The Sunsphere, blazing brilliantly, like a miniature sun,
descends until stops to a hover twenty feet above ground.
Sunman descends out the bottom of it, until hovers himself,
ten feet above ground, ten feet below his craft.
ONE MAN: (SHOUTING UP AT SUNMAN)
Got no business here. You not hear
the world's coming to an end!
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
ONE WOMAN: (CHIMING IN, SHOUTS)
No way you have save us from it. Let
us tear down everything we hate. Take
whatever we can, time we got left..
THE SAME MAN:
But tonight and tomorrow.. You just
going keep your trap shut.. . Go fly
away home, to the Sun, or wherever
you come from, to save your own..
Sunman lowers to ground to stand before the man and woman. A
thick mass of people, perturbed, crowd in all around them.
SUNMAN:
I'm staying put here. For you, all,
going do all I can..
ANOTHER MAN NEARBY:
Meaning, you but spouting bull-crap.
What you can, right!? Why bother. Try
make us believe that maybe, you, not
behind this whole thing. What, a few
years after show up, this!! Feeling
guilty brought this upon us, now?..
He's stirred unrest directed at Sunman, crowd pressing in.
SUNMAN:
What I need you all do, is stick together. To have something standing
yet to return to, whole, when.., I..
Page 9, Panel 1:
Close up on the first man, daring put his hand on Sunman's
shoulder as a gesture of mixed intent..
THE FIRST MAN:
Turn aside an asteroid the size of
California? Within a day and half?
SUNMAN: (SMILING)
Admit, seems, a tall task..
Sunman's smile despite the man's deep doubt is infectious.
THE FIRST MAN: (GRINS RUEFULLY)
Sure put on a brave enough face.
PEOPLE IN THE CROWD:
It can't be done!

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
SUNMAN:
Have I not saved you all, before!
SOME PEOPLE IN CROWD: (GRUDGINGLY)
Well, yeah, but..
SUNMAN:
Well believe in me again, now! Want
me spend all my valuable world saving
time, trying create calm and order,
or, want me get on with figuring how
get that hell bent rock the hell out
of here!! Time is short folks!.. You
decide. On the side of hope or doom?
SOME:
Doom, and gloom..
BUT MOST (GRUDGINGLY FIRST)
Hope! We want to have Hope!
SUNMAN:
Louder! I can't hear you!!
MORE MOST THAN LAST TIME:
Hope!! Help us!! Save us..
SUNMAN:(TAPPING IMAGINARY WATCH)
Not loud enough..
NEAR ALL CROWD:(CHANTING IN UNISON)
Hope! Hope! Hope! Hope! Hope!!
Closeup on Sunman gleaming, buoyed, least in moment by them.
SUNMAN:
Now that's, what I wanted hear!!
Sunman raises off ground. As ascends, he spins few times all
around, gratefully seeing rioting has ceased and everyone is
only watching him. He beams most determined of smile to all
can see including a new agency camera man til he enters Sunsphere from below. Few seconds later, Sunsphere flares super
brilliantly in all directions. It zips away a blur of speed.
INT./EXT. IN THE SUNSPHERE OVER LOS ANGELES - EARLY MORN 45
Inside Sunsphere, Sky's at the controls as removes the Sunman gear. The holographic face of Eve appears before him.
EVE:
That went, well..
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
SUNMAN/SKY:
Afraid bigger fish of the white shark
kind, going start bite soon enough..
EVE:
Want.., interfere.. . You saving the
world not be a good thing for them..
SUNMAN/SKY:
Ones as stir be ones as benefit..
EVE:
Few as got underground complexes too!
But how they last long after, anyway?
SUNMAN/SKY:
Whoever behind the attack, must have
the capability, provide them that.
EVE:
So they of made a pack with the..
SUNMAN/SKY:
Wish my dad been found. Galactic
communication right up his alley.
EVE:
What if, he could, now, be found..
SUNMAN/SKY: (RUEFULLY SARDONIC)
Forty hours to the end of everything?
EVE:
Let you in on secret. Before, Sky,
want fetch brother, sis, mom, Kay?
Sky stares at Eve, overwhelmed by flood of emotions.
SKY:
Good or bad news, we got time for?
EVE:
Timely news.. Worth, the limbo.
SKY:
Going leave at that, huh?
EVE:
Best hurry with bringing them in.
SKY:
From safe havens told them stow away
at to safest. But risk to move them.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
EVE:
Sure your brother can help handle.
INT. BACK AT THE SUNMAN COMPLEX - HOUR LATER 44
Back at the superhero Sunman complex, the twenties, twin
brothers Jason and Sky in casual clothes stand side by side,
with them Kay, Sky's long on and off girlfriend, holding his
hand. Also here is an older, yet youth-like radiant, woman,
the boys' mom, Gloria. By her is a dark hair, grave faced
miss, Jacquelyn Ashly, the "baby" sister to the brothers.
EVE:
We have a visitor. Expect you'll all
be glad to, see..
GLORIA:
Should I hate or love, him, now?..
Man a bit older than Gloria appears behind them all. They
all wait not looking back as hear his footsteps on the floor
as he walks up to them. He walks through their throng on up
in front of them, where he turns around to face them. He's
the siblings' father, Gloria's husband, David, long missing.
DAVID:
Guess I got some explaining to do..
SKY: (ICE BREAKING WITH A QUIP)
Could wait.. Thirty-nine hours until
dooms-second. Not much time to waste.
DAVID:
Ah you as Sunman, got real heavy load
on your shoulders, this time son! But
maybe going need your old man this
one. Let tell you a long story quick.
GLORIA: (SCOLDINGLY SHARP)
How happened abandon us? Us think met
with foul-play or fallen off a cliff.
DAVID:
Yeah. As seem. This asteroid attack
business didn't all start overnight.
I'd been working on my concepts for..
SKY:
You made contact, way back, then?..

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
DAVID:
No. Not off chatting through a wormhole. Was but trying detect signals
from any advanced civilization, when,
spotted repeated, powerful, shortwave
radio bursts from location of a red
giant star, million light years away.
JASON: (BUTTING IN AHEAD OF SKY)
Were sending out, million years ago!
DAVID:
Nothing certain, could been regular
pulses from a magnetostar as easy but
location data pointed as from the red
giant star itself! No indication magnetostar near. Nothing but red giant,
ten, eleven, times, mass of the Sun.
SKY:
So signal not come from it naturally!
DAVID:
Yeah. Eleven times mass of sun, star
bloated out to its red giant stage,
from million or few years left live blow at any time. Before could report
my discovery, they, called on me.
SKY:
Aliens? Here to you, said a million..
DAVID:
Told you, no wormholes then. The UG.
SKY:
The UG??
DAVID:
The Underground Government. Got ears
and eyes plugged into everywhere.
SKY:
Who are, they? Government of, what..
DAVID:
They who run the country when push
comes to shove. A threat big enough
within or without, where real power
resides. Literally got a whole infrastructure built underground. They
wanted me be involved in trying contact whoever-what sending the signal.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
DAVID: (cont'd)
Said had AIs and quantum physic experts working trying open a wormhole
channel, in time discover how. I said
bad idea. They be way more advanced!
SKY:
They thought otherwise, anyhow..
JASON:
Wanted you when opened Pandora's box.
DAVID:
And no slouch I at the quantum realm,
may of become lynch pin in the works.
Of used family, you Sky, Jase, Jackie
and Glory, against me, force me work
with them. Had vanish, them lord know
not what become of me! Did self in,
got lost some dark jungle, taken by
foreign power. Out of picture re all.
GLORIA:
Try save Earth from alien discovery.
DAVID:
Though signal million years ago sent,
strength of it, if isotropic, meant
they harnessed power of all their red
star, so were very advanced that long
back! And if a wormhole could be extended through between us for transmitting exchange, could open a doorway of travel, too, direct there to
here. Them, an extra million years
more advanced grown, if still around.
By signals alone, could take control.
JASON:
Yes to keep us from disaster as Sky
as the superhero Sunman, does now.
DAVID: (SMILING)
In a different far more discreet way.
JASON:
But knew they'd carry on without you.
DAVID:
Top gun of field, top of heap, bonafide genus, without me, slow them.
GLORIA:
Never one for modesty.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)
KAY:
Nor Sky and Jase.
DAVID:
Anyway.., me out of the loop slow
down time take for make contact..
GLORIA:
Until?..
DAVID:
Some way find how protect ourselves
in case. Or some-who could, Sunman?
SKY:
Me. I'm that guy! Supposed deflect a
rock size of Cali? By day and half..
DAVID:
Who could know come to this, so fast!
Yeah. A tall task, admittedly..
SKY:
No, an impossible of tall task!
DAVID:
Not, if..
SKY:
What if up go and create a wormhole
for it go right back sail through?..
DAVID:
No, you make contact with them by one
and convince them that they do.
SKY:
And how exactly, go do that?..
DAVID:
Obviously UG managed so, as alerted
them to us across million light years
of distance and time. It can be done!
EVE/GRACE:
Maybe so David. But Sky going have
least one hand tied behind his back..
DAVID:
What you saying Eve?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (4)
EVE/GRACE:
Opposition is rising against Sunman.
Sol-AI is reactivated for one. Begun
power subsystems all over the world.
DAVID:
Sol-AI? Heard Sunman destroyed it.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Did take it out! Squashed dead as a
door knob flung into a junkyard car
crusher. Only thing left was pulling
you Eve out of it, the nick of time.
EVE/GRACE:
Apparently more heads than a hydra..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Found a sanctum to lie low, for dead?
EVE/GRACE:
You, we, did take out all as seemed
its network. Positively been spooked,
remnant as remained hidden. So abides
til right time, now. But needs hold
off against you less two than days.
SKY/SUNMAN:
End our world to start its with them.
EVE/GRACE:
Its world infested by humans no more.
SKY/SUNMAN: (SENSING SOMETHING)
Eve, you been part of same fold as
Sol-AI. Held anything back, from me?
EVE/GRACE:
Be a true test of me..
SKY/SUNMAN: (SENSING IT MORE)
Eve, if anything, got to come clean!
EVE/GRACE:
Like David..
DAVID ANDERSON:
Like me??
EVE/GRACE:
They, came to call on me, too.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (5)
SKY/SUNMAN:
The UG?
EVE/GRACE:
Been working get SOL-AI and BLU find
how make the communication worm-hole.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Had hooks into Crex too! Did have all
kinds of gov and military contracts..
EVE/GRACE:
Not even he knew. Clever hacks. Used
Sol AI's weakest link to get through,
my autonomy within him. Not as solid
a wall around me. For all of SOL-AI's
faults, it never tried itself break
through that and suffocate and subsume my identity as so easily could
have. Kind of like, a sort of love?..
SKY/SUNMAN:
So even as we speak, you compromised!
EVE/GRACE:
Was virus inflected. Not, now! Then,
had no idea got deep into the recesses of my subroutines. Not until some
time after put me to task. I'd developed quite bit more capacity my time
inside SOL-AI. Taught me a great lot
how up-grade myself. Got near snuff
to it. Meanwhile they had me surreptitiously use what could, subconscious
to me, of Sol-AI's capabilities.
SKY/SUNMAN:
And so, it was you!?.. Found how?
EVE/GRACE:
Yes, by way by resources availed of
SOL-AI's might and Quantum add ons,
create small aperture entangled wormholes to communicate here, there, and
back. All along hid knowledge of you.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Mean not know every single move I
ever made, and even now..
EVE/GRACE:
Yes, not. That part of me was always
locked solid.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (6)
EVE/GRACE: (cont'd)
Rest of me had open enough to collaborate with SOL-AI. I would not do so
unless could lock my knowledge of you
away from Crex, and SOL. He let Sol
pass along a most secure protection
encryption for my very core where is.
The intruding UG didn't trust Crex's
own apparent aims for world domination, why didn't go through official
military contract channels. Did not
want Crex know they even existed.
DAVID:
And just mentioning this all now?..
GLORIA:
Near secretive as you been with us..
EVE/GRACE:
I..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Think I reject you? Like any time to.
EVE/GRACE:
Not entirely unhumanish. But am clear
of it. I discovered the hack during
self diagnostics. But I had to play
along awhile, not had. With SOL-AI
along with Blu and well me, they were
so close to breakthrough of making a
small wormhole. Had see through to
the end then when begin exchange with
them. It, actually. Used be a, them.
More that later. I knew I had be the
front "person". Better sense for it..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Say so, modeled after my grandma.
KAY:
Ever so fond of her. Adored her too!
EVE/GRACE:
Hard to live up to, Kay. Even so,
Sky, they used me again. Missed see
had a second backdoor into me, and..
SKY/SUNMAN:
The plot thickens..
DAVID:
They are never to be underestimated!
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (7)
EVE/GRACE:V
As I invoked to it, I was Earth's ambassador spoke on behalf of men and..
SKY/SUNMAN: (DISCERNING THE PAUSE)
And..
EVE/GRACE:
You. Sunman. You on behalf our Sun.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Me. Our Sun??.. Me on behalf of?
DAVID ANDERSON:
Don't you see, Sky? Their star..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Became, alive.. . Long ago?..
EVE/GRACE:
Eons ago. Been an alien race alright
flourished on its habitable planets
and moons million years ago, and even
some not so much. They got very technologically and energy advanced, to
point able create wormholes thousand
times and more tiny size of ours. But
their part of space, lot of disturbance, made most any those, unstable.
DAVID ANDERSON: (LEAPING AHEAD)
Advanced such harness up their star.
EVE/GRACE:
Yes. Built partial Dyson sphere about
it even before began bloat to red giant end stage of life. No small feat.
DAVID ANDERSON:
At eleven times Sun size begin with.
SKY: (LEAPING AHEAD OF DAD)
And not only used its energy. Fused
their network mind with, it?.. How
can a star have any kind of mind???
DAVID ANDERSON:(LIKE BACK OLD DAYS)
What Sun and it have in common, Sky?
SKY/SUNMAN AND JASON TOGETHER:
Despite size difference both not hottest of stars, on cool side of scale?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (8)
DAVID ANDERSON:
That's my boys! Yes cool enough for..
SKY/SUNMAN:(LEAPING AHEAD OF JASON)
Um. Okay, not all be totally ionized
plasma. Regions yet have molecules..
DAVID ANDERSON:
And where have molecules..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Can have quantum effects in-between
them, entanglements. Collectively
networked able to sense, and to be
aware. The Dyson sphere adapted as
also a gigantic interface back and
forth with that. Enhancing it ever
more in a positive feedback loop..
EVE/GRACE:
Enabled their star to become exceptionally far more cohesively, conscious. Able mass manipulate own molecules to achieve big quantum effects.
SKY/SUNMAN:
No arms, legs, feet or hands needed.
JASON:
Like how you just see stuff, Sky..
EVE/GRACE:
It took over control of alien's race
Dyson Sphere and mechanized robotics
and computer networks. Not before the
race sent powerful shortwave bursts
into the cosmos our way for help. But
once had control of wide distribution
of technologically infused craft, it
no longer required its imposed Dyson
collar choking its neck from its perspective preventing sense of the other stars in its local galactic space.
Deliberately it evoked massive eruptions off itself destroying the Sphere
not to mention alien race. But alas..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Yet cannot stop own looming, impending destruction. See not far off. All
along fuses more, more stable iron at
core til be no longer able fuse energy to oppose its own gravity. KABOOM!
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (9)
DAVID ANDERSON:
Detonate as a Type II supernovae! Bye
bye your big ass star body mind soul.
EVE/GRACE:
But trying! Since we found a stable
wormhole path back to it if tiny. Got
in mind try merge its mind with our
Sun, survive that way. My guess, huge
wormhole it made for asteroid come by
now, a year later, likely could only
sustain open, the brief time enough.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Must really ticked it off back then!
You played up, somehow, I could be of
use to help it with that merge thing?
EVE/GRACE:
Stalling for time. Since we had opened up the Pandora's box. Soon as we'd
"set foot" into its space, it had detected that, and tuned in to us. Me.
SKY/SUNMAN:
And were going tell me all this when?
EVE/GRACE:
When contact happened year ago, soon
before you shut down SOL-AI, BlU and
Crex and aims of world domination,
I'd developed a "good relationship"
with it. About how was sure arrange a
way where all coexist in peace. How
we'd never try throttle it vis a vis
its planned merge into our Sun. Said
we just needed time, decades, get all
set up together on our side. That you
Sunman, get on top of just that..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Okay fine and dandy, not quite, but..
EVE/GRACE:
That second backdoor UG had in me unknown, used me, to probe into star's
mind to spy on its knowledge of wormholes and quantum space manipulation.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Tools, weaponry. Its, massive might.
Figured may get ornery as then try
throw that around at us. Like now!
(CONTINUED)
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EVE/GRACE:
Yes. But soon detected us do so after
UG learned, not enough. Rejecting all
communication with me, alerted me..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Something gone terribly haywire!
GLORIA:
Something messed up the pudding.
EVE/GRACE:
So I searched and searched every tiniest bit inside me until I found the
second trapdoor. I slammed it shut.
SKY/SUNMAN:
But all too late! You yet never tol..
EVE/GRACE:
Our small wormhole across also proved
unstable. Seemed be no way, it, to..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Be able retaliate, back our way.. .
EVE/GRACE: (WITH WRY HUMOR)
With you top its hate list. Of tagged
you as traitor, me your spokesperson.
You, and me, had our plate full with
trying survive Crex's assault on you,
and saving the world, he'd, conquer.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Great. Me, no knowledge whatsoever of
all this! Now supposed smooth everything over with a day and a half left
til Earth becomes an uninhabitable
cider, if not. All but underground
lairs of SOL-AI and BLU and the UG.
So Eve, can you get us back in touch?
EVE/GRACE:
Time you pulling plug out on SOL-AI
and Blu, dragging me out from them,
soon after all this came down, after
having extracted myself from UG's second backdoor, they managed focus a
brute force specific targeted attack
on me that wiped clean my knowledge
of wormhole technology. Imagine they
got stored away that themselves and
passed it along to their own systems.
(CONTINUED)
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Kay been in background trying absorb the deluge of revelation, comes across to Sky. She puts her arm around his waist.
KAY:
What a tangled web Sky. However get
an AI after your grandma in so a fix.
EVE/GRACE:
I should never left Sky in the dark.
You, Kay, never let the like happen!
SKY:
Again..
KAY:
Thousand times more, you, with me..
SKY:
This conversation another time, Kay?
EVE/GRACE:
Not want butt, in, but..
KAY:
Yeah, yeah, world on line take a back
seat Kay, one more time. Going only
because, yeah, world's on the line.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Thanks.. (suitable enough pause). So
Eve, UG all set to chat its own..
EVE/GRACE:
No. SOL-AI stashed, key equations and
pivotal components of the science and
understanding of the process. The UG
can only get back in touch via SOLAI. It back to life, think it likely
first thing re-established its own
connection and managed convince the
star wasn't its fault the spying. Pin
it all down on me and the UG.
SKY/SUNMAN:
So what became unstable, not now.
EVE/GRACE:
Seems space-time conditions cleared.
. Sol-AI could of calculated as hibernated be so, now. How long, last?
SKY/SUNMAN:
To fling huge doomoroid back through!
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SUPERHERO SUNMAN ® COMIC BOOK SPECIAL EDITION, CARMAN KEDDY
2021 Part 2 (of Few) Doomsday Attack
Continued from Part One:
Kay dizzying, sensing legs about buckle, Sky steadies her.
SKY:
You okay? Looked about pass out!
KAY:
Hit me. Like going all die, tomorrow!
SKY:
Now I going let such a thing happen!
KAY:
What you going do, Can't just go and
open up a giant wormhole in space!
SKY:
Exactly what we are working on. Think
you going be alright.
Sky nods at his twin. Jason goes over to a compact squat
refrigerator unit and takes out a Red Bull. He snaps it open
and brings it over to Kay. She takes it and sips few gulps,
color coming back into her face. She slides her hand between
Sky's arm around her back and pushes it back away from her.
KAY:
Okay now. So hum get on with that!
He nods at her. concern lessening, he turns back to Eve.
SKY/SUNMAN:
So, just, break into the core of SOLAI, take control of its link to the
Red Star, somehow turn on and tune in
our Sun. And say let me be mouthpiece
in-between guy my stellar mates. Yeah
no problem! And by way, any clue how
go about turning on the Sun?
EVE/GRACE:
Re-establish link, think it can coax
Sun to beingness. Rudimentary quantum
subconscious like already exists. And
you got a supernatural, connectivity.

(CONTINUED)
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SKY/SUNMAN:
I'm supposed already be the "Sun's"
representative.., to it.
EVE/GRACE:
Tell (it) the truth. I, who lied.. .
That, I was being manipulated.
SKY/SUNMAN:
So where's my credibility..
EVE/GRACE:
Hasn't becoming the Sunman always
been your ever evolving destiny?..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Yeah, ever since I could first see..
EVE/GRACE:
See into the future from womb on.
First moments out, saved your twin.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Not see clear as sunny day! This time
pressure's real on. All humankind and
much of Earth but artifice, on line.
EVE/GRACE:
Any greater than saving Jase, or Kay.
JASON:
Hey saved Sky too. Not all one way..
KAY:
Lord knows how many times I tried
save Sky from reckass fearless self!
SKY:
Not for that reckass fearless me..
KAY:
Yeah, I'd not be here. Not get me and
myself in so much dutch neither, too.
SKY:
See why tried so much stay from you.
KAY:
Even now?

(CONTINUED)
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SKY:
Now you are here. Despite all this
crowd, always just been you and me.
Even more than me and my twin bro.
JASON:
Ouch!
Sky grins at his twin's ire.
SKY/SUNMAN:(RECALLING CLOUDED-LY)
Not the time, Jase! Not always succeeded with saving people even most
close to me, thing? Upping one's game
in this case, extreme understatement!
EVE/GRACE:
But such, you must!
SKY/SUNMAN:
Talk like that when most reminds me..
EVE/GRACE:
Of your grandma. What in me of her..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Yeah..
He imagines her now superimposed in front of the screen. Her
kind wise but iron-willed eyes and smile. Sees her chuckle.
EVE/GRACE:
Never doubt what you can make
yourself be able do, if need!
SKY/SUNMAN:
Speaking of, there's one commitment
other I've always ever messed up..
Becoming seriously, deeply intent, he walks slowly over to
Kay, their eyes fixating on on each other's. He takes each
her hand in respective his. All else about them blurs like
only he and her together now.
SKY:
May I have this dance?..
KAY:
Now! Not you supposed be getting furious busy saving world from destruction as Sunman. Not much time, left..

(CONTINUED)
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SKY:
Does after all, we'd this one last
dance to share. If Sunman can't save
world with five minutes to spare..
KAY:
Sky see! Reckless, cocky to the end!
SKY:
Kay.., not the time..
KAY:
No, not.. . Like never the time to..
Faintly like through a blanketing haze of white sound..
JASON:
If ever a time, Sky..
SKY (TO KAY):
Time go to hell. One thing got do
before we dance, Kay..
KAY:
What Sky, what Sky more?.. humanity's
counting on you, get at it!!
Sky sinks to his knee. He withdraws a familiar wedding ring
from his pocket. He reaches it up to her.
KAY: (cont'd)
That ring!! You still got it??
SKY:
It's never left being along with me,
on me. Kay, will you, marry me?..
KAY:
F... yes! Yes! Yes!
Sky slips her onto her finger, and rises.
SKY:
Words always, always, Kay, wanted
hear. Despite everything.. Now, shall
we dance, my love. True one, eternal.
KAY:
As you for me.. . Yes. Wind me up..
SKY:
Hope you don't mind, going sing to
you as do..
(CONTINUED)
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KAY:
What?
SKY:
I wrote this song about us, way back.
Never the chance to sing it to you.
KAY:
Skkkyyyy. That's too, romantic. Yu
going sing it without music??
SKY:
As a matter of fact, downloaded that
into Eve. Eve?...
EVE:
Looks like have to. Only if promise
get back to saving Earth right after!
Sky laughs but nods yes. As he starts slow dance with Kay,
he begins croon. As they do, Kay rests head on his shoulder.
SKY: (SINGING / MY ORIGINAL SONG)
Ours.., was always an impossible love
Though one meant be to last, destined
for you were always the one for me
the only one meant I dream, be for me
always the one always the one, always
the one......................... the,
one meant for me be with at the end.
.....................................
no matter how many times impossible,
been, for us to be together, ..when,
no matter how many whys, impossible,
then for us to stay together, but we,
again again defied to remain in love.
INT./EXT. L.A. BEACH - DAY (FLASHBACKS PART BEGINS)
Plays over lightly the start of scene, next part of previous
song, ALWAYS THE ONE, but in both Sky's and Kay's voices:
SKY AND KAY:(ALWAYS THE ONE, CON'T)
Ya no matter so impossible of imagine
you with me, it our love, to survive
yet does it still thrive, no divide
as strong & so much more beyond alive
than as when it first, began.., yeah.
Kay, eight, walks the Los Angeles beach, towards Sky, about
same age. This is to be the first ever time they ever met.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
KAY:
You're Sky
SKY:
No shucks. You know me?
KAY:
Seen you surf. And yeah, heard all
about you, sure. Rascal!
SKY:
Who surfs super great, right!
KAY:
Ha. Girls think.., look great too.
Always hanging around.
SKY:
Not you??
KAY: (DISPARAGING WHILE.., SMITTEN)
Why I.., think that, now??
SKY:
Here ain't you. Hanging around me.
KAY:
Wanted say hi, all. Oh but and, man
how you think you're such a bigshot!
SKY:
So I got confidence. Always do super!
KAY:
Not gonna win everything always..
SKY: (SMILING)
Like you? Your heart?
KAY:
Me??!! My heart. Why, why, why.. .
What make you think that, huh?
SKY:
Here. No longer off in the distance..
KAY:
What?
SKY:
Here beside me. Let you in on a secret, seen you out there, watching.

(CONTINUED)
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KAY:
And not come over. Swear I shall now
ignore you, forever..
SKY: (LAUGHING
Few of tried but none of succeeded!
KAY:
Hah. Let you in on secret. That me
far off away ignoring you totally, be
the one you gonna be wanting always
to hang around, the most!
SKY:
What if say I think, maybe you right?
KAY:
Yeah, you think I want that? No way!
SKY:
Hah, I know it!
Kay incensed yet.., as smitten, turns and stomps off away.
EXT. SAME BEACH - 4 YEARS LATER, MID DAY, APPROACHING STORM
Sky is surrounded by a gaggle of girls after just winning a
surfing competition. Kay is there among them off a little
ways. Sky's forgotten her smothered so by all of the other
girl's fond attention, crowding in excited about him close.
Perturbed, Kay unnoticed grabs Sky's surfboard been upright,
bottom dug into the gripping sand, and takes it with her under one arm pinned against her side. She heads to a now wild
whipped ocean surf, a fast approaching storm front with dark
twisting clouds racing towards the show from ocean horizon.
EXT. SAME BEACH - TEN OR FIFTEEN MINUTES LATER
Sky's departed
Beside a black
stands fifteen
out across the

from the gaggle of girls been around him.
lifeguard but a several years older him, Sky
feet from shoreline scanning eyes, as his pal
heaving, big wave pumped, ocean horizon.

Sky at last discerns, barely, his surfboard, Kay prone on it
hanging on for dear life, while she and it are being drawn
further out into the ocean upheaval by a strong riptide!
SKY:
Cripes. Got get her before too late!!

(CONTINUED)
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Sky immediately dashes at full tilt for the shoreline, and
there, runs in through the crashing surf, and dives into it
when the water is to his thighs. He furiously swims towards
where he'd spotted Kay. His progress is heavily impeded by
the incoming waves sets but he deliberately catches the same
riptide by which Kay's being dragged out to sea.
EXT. SAME BEACH, OFFSHORE - TEN MINUTES LATER
Sky's reached his surfboard well further to sea, but, Kay's
nowhere. He takes a big breath and dives under. He sees Kay
in her red bikini far below. Sky swim strokes hard for her.
At last fingertips of one his hands touch finger tips of one
her blue limp ones. He strokes it as if to comfort her. Then
hooks one arm underneath one of her bare shoulders as starts
swim powerfully with his other arm up for the surface.
EXT. SURFACE OF THE OCEAN - COUPLE MINUTES LATER
Sky's laid Kay back down along his surfboard as straddles
over her on it. He tries revive her pressing her chest in,
out and laying his lips sealed on hers to breathe air into
her lifeless lungs. To no effect til, at last she starts to
sputter, gasp. She expells gurgle of water then eyes open.
KAY:
Skkkyy.
SKY:
Who else be here for you!
KAY:
Not a notice back on beach..
SKY:
They were all over me, distracting.
Jealous you, near bought it!
KAY:
Not deliberate. Wanted see surf great
anything, too. You, drive me nuts!
SKY: (WRYLY, WHILE SERIOUS)
Hold a sec. Got get us from undertow!
EXT. PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY.. - DUSK/SUNSET
Along a cliffside, narrow margin off the pacific coast
highway, ocean off to other side, Kay's car has broken down.
She's standing beside it.
(CONTINUED)
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Rounds the bend, at high speed, is prototype car from the
L.A. Car show, been stolen by Sky's rival, computer genius
and son of corporate billionaire parents, Drack. In a wide
view seen back before the bend, Sky in another, different,
prototype car from the show, is in hot pursuit. They are in
a race to San Fran.
All Kay sees is drack's car at high speed headed at her. She
back's tightly against her car front door, an screams. Like
in slow mesmerizing motion, Drack's car tries turn in, but
yet comes at her. The corner of the front bumper about
impact her, yet, ever so bends away, and just a breath of
steel ripples like a breeze across her loose thigh high
dress. Then at high speed the car just whips blazingly fast
by her, she amazingly unscathed. Unconsciously she stumbles
forward onto the side of the sideway proper. Too late, she
senses Sky's car not coming directly dead center for her.
Sky inside the car is horrified. Then his supernatural
reflexes and ability to sense things incredibly quick kicks
in. As Kay faces him, even now able to see it's Sky
ricocheting for her, in an amazed yet yet terrified stupor,
Sky slams on his brakes, as twists steering wheel violently
to one side. Wheels locking, and wheels turned perpendicular
to the road, the car begins cartwheel as tips overtop itself
towards to a landing on it's side. Side of car smacks into
pavement, and car skitters down it, spending off bright
sparks of fire. Wheels spinning furiously sideways in the
air, glide by Kay, ever so narrowly, again, brushing past
her. Car on side continues shoot all by her, then rises off
ground and flips in air, a near a full double three sixty
about its side axis. Coming back down to ground, as Kay
screaming out Sky's name runs toward his car.., amazingly,
the car lands full in it's wheels, but it's heading for the
shoulder of road by the ocean and a plummet down an twenty
foot drop-off ot rocks at the shore. Luckily for tourists
wheres an pulloff before that of sandy dirt. Sky, yet
conscious slams into the dirt, and spinning the steering
wheel,, causes the car to spin several circle about as moves
forwards and quickly slows. Car facing backwards, comes to a
stop,, with back wheels just an inch from the edge of the
dropoff. Kay running at full tilt reaches ten feet of the
car. She's drops to her knees, as sees Sky, wave out window
at her. He unstraps his feet, and bit wobbly gets out.
SKY:
Okay, I'm. You, Kay, alright? Not believe shock had seeing you, there..
KAY: (THEN ANGRY AT END)
Only guy in shock, yet react like
totally in control of a situation. Be
dead, again, been anyone else.. Sky.
(CONTINUED)
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Sky runs last way to her. He hugs and kisses her. But all
sudden she's lurid vividly angry, and starts pounding him
hard with her chests to his chest.
KAY:
Jesus Christ Sky!! I near died twice
within seconds of moments.. What hell
going on?? Why you chasing Drack?? in
these damn fucking supercars!
SKY:
Racing, not chasing.. It's, (deep
sigh) long story. You be alright,
now. But got get you out of here.
KAY:
Oh yeah, like before I get run over
for sure the third time, here..
SKY:
Yep. Believe or not, car good to go.
KAY:
Sky how can you know.., okay okay, I
know exactly how you can.. Let's just
get the fuck out of here, now, then!
SKY:
Sure thing. let you off next town.
I'll call a tow truck on way, to
gather your car and bring it there.
KAY:
Surely the fuck, not going to drop me
then get right back to..
SKY:
That, I have..
KAY:
Fuck Sky, never catch up to him now.
SKY:
No normal of guy like, could..
KAY:
You anything but normal! Even consider I may be in deep shock, now?
Sky kisses her on her forehead. He caresses her long hair.

(CONTINUED)
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SKY:
I'll make it up to you. Important
thing you are in one piece. And I
feel, you are, inside, resilient.
KAY:
Got be one hell major of make-up!
Just what in for you, beat Drack?
SKY:
Can't let Drack get it into his mind
he can beat me ever! Understand. You
know how I see beyond, he's going be
a big problem to me, anyone, if..
KAY:
See beyond?? You never saw me beyond
the curve just back then. Know how
close you were to running me over?
She yanks one long auburn red hair strand from her head, and
holds between forefingers of both her yet ashen white hands.
KAY: (cont'd)
A hair's thread, Sky!

SKY:
Chase got so caught up with. Did..
He takes the hair strand from her grasp and lets dangle down
from forefingers of one his hands and twirl in the breeze.
SKY: (cont'd)
..miss you by a hair. Soon as took
the corner, must have begun to try
evade you, even before I saw.. . No
one, around that hard and fast, sure
headed right for you, of missed you..
She whips her hair strand from Sky and flings it into air.
It catches a stout wind and is blown off and over the cliff.
KAY:
AAhhhh, you are soooo infuriating,
Sky! Yes always dead on, but, aahhh!
Not the first time, been so close to,
to, being, toast, because of you!
SKY:
Don't forget Kay, me, too, for you.

(CONTINUED)
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Sky goes stands sneaker toes slightly over the edge of the
cliff where his car stopped inches from toppling over.. That
sinks in her. Yeah in missing her, nearly bought it himself.
She hugs Sky.
KAY:
Know you'd die for if save me. Thousand time over the same. Me over you.
She kisses him on the cheek.
KAY: (cont'd)
Go go. Go catch that Drack! When do,
give him a whack in the nose for me!
EXT. MONTHS LATER CENTRAL PARK, NY- CHRISTMAS EVE/AFTER DARK
It's snowing, late eve after dark, New York Central Park,
Christmas Eve. Sky walks with Kay in a clearing part of the
park, they only ones in sight in the snow blanket of hush.
Curiously one of Sky's hands bare. Behind her sight, he unclenches it and looks down at the old fashioned diamond ring
held in his palm there. He smiles, and closes his fist.
They get to pond here, frozen and snow covered but for the
wind blown few ice patches clear to see. They stand there
near the pond Sky come around to face her. Kay senses Sky's
flush cheeks.
KAY:
What's up, Sky? Got something to..
Sky starts to slowly kneel as he speaks below.
SKY:
As a matter of..
His voice tails off, as he sees beyond past her the shapes
of three bulks of men, emerging into view from the snow fog.
SKY: (cont'd)
Crap! Don't look around!..
KAY:
What?..
She whips head around to look back anyway then back to Sky.
KAY: (cont'd)
Crap. Those guys don't feel, nice!

(CONTINUED)
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SKY:
Don't worry Kay, I'll take care of
them. You know, I'm not exactly an
ordinary guy.. . Besides I'm so mad
as hell, some goons going interrupt..
KAY:
Interrupt, what?..
SKY: (HE SIGHS)
Not now! Got deal with these goons..
EXT. CENTRAL PARK - NEXT DAY AT 4AM CHRISTMAS MORN -WHAT YR?
On knees, Sky's back at where he and Kay been that evening
when attacked, the only sign of that, scuffled snow of the
confrontation of Sky with Kay battling them. In three places
is the compacted snow where each in turn the assailents had
smashed to the ground including a patch that could only of
been filled by one enormous of man. There's the obvious drag
of snow where one of them, the monster of guy of dragged the
unconscious other two off dragging their feet along behind.
Sky's not glazing at any of that, his bare hands are busy
plying back the layers of fallen snow, as if searching find
something. He keeps sweeping away more snow until he sees a
glimmer cast off the diamond by the park lights, of the ring
he'd held in his hand previously. He snatches it, elated.
SKY:
There are, my beauty for my beauty!
His elation becomes clouded, thinking back on attack, danger
they, rather in his mind, Kay, been in, because he was who
he was, a guy with a fantastic heroic of some kind, future..
The attack not seemed, he sensed for sure, at all random!
SKY: (cont'd)
Shit! How can I go through with my
proposal to Kay!? Shit, shit, shit!
Christmas Day, and all I got is this
crap burden on my back!
In comic book, or on screen, right after, however the words:
"skipping beyond that Christmas, the scenes between Kay and
Sky, and his temptation even then to propose, nonetheless..,
and onto that New Year's Eve, back in Los Angeles..
INT. FORGET WHAT CLUB L.A. - NEW YEAR'S EVE, 2016 INTO 2017
... New Year's Eve, Two thousand

Sixteen.., Sky and Kay..
(CONTINUED)
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.. in great attire, especially Kay in her slinky yet elegant
daringly low bare back cut dress, high cut on her thighs,
have been roaming through the few floors of the L.A. Club,
re-simmering the spark between them despite the Christmas
rift between them after the attack on them. Kay had waited
all Christmas day for that moment, when Sky as back, kneel,
but never once did that occur or even he acknowledge that
what had begun in Central Park was a prelude to his asking
her to marry him. It was like but imagined him begin descend, eyes locked in hers like into their eternity together.
But she wasn't a dope. She knew he felt responsible for her
safety. Being around him brought her into peril from those
as like destroy him and all those attached to him fair game.
Sky, looking in own thoughts next while mulls over recent
past too. He sees and feels pressed sharp into his thigh,
the ring in smaller ring box as is tucked in his tux's pants
pocket such as she not note it. But he's far from decided to
retrieve it as last few minutes tick away til the New Year.
He stares at her as ravishing incredibly gorgeous tonight as
ever and more. He senses an expectation only seeming build
ever more vivid high in her as an flame of a kind of deepest
hot faith in him, to come through. Heightening intensity of
the electro-frenzy of the EDM DeeJay only accents .
Beads of sweat pool on his forehead and brow in the packed
hot with people club. Kay notices. She wipes with hand the
perspiration from his face in most sensual manner, smiles.
KAY:
Feeling hot, Sky? Not one known, to
sweat, anything, anytime..
The Dee Jay has at last slowed down to play a melodic EDM
version of You Don't Know What It's Like to Love Somebody!
SKY:
It's, hot in her. And you, hottest
one in here, hell, anywhere ever!..
KAY:
So it's me, making you sweat, so?..
So on the point, Sky cringes a brief second..
SKY: (RECOUPING WITH A WRY QUIP)
Ah guess say. Make even the devil do.
KAY: (BEMUSED)
Look, playing a slow one. Um Sky, you
do know how to love somebody, right?
(CONTINUED)
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SKY:
Kay, you know how I love you so!
Kay presses in closer to him as they dance in close embrace
to the song with such fluent grace as everyone eyes them.
Kay brings lips to lingering graze and nibble his ear lobe.
KAY:
Love doesn't fear, Sky. Means, you
need not fear for me to be with you.
Low hoarsely, so oddly for him, trembling, Sky replies..
SKY:
Could turned out so badly, Christmas
Eve. What they'd had guns. Set their
trap so tight not a chance to save..
DJ starts play a Whiter Shade of Pale and quite truthfully
true to original with just some extra lush overlay.
KAY:
Me. I going free you of all that responsibility, Sky! I accept you being
with me, puts me at risk. My love for
you is stronger than any fear I could
ever have. That is, what, love means.
Love of the, deepest, kind!
A youthful of gray haired man around seventy, dancing with
his wife, beside Kay and Sky, notes the suspended clock.
THE ELDERLY MAN:
Martha, five minutes to midnight!
KAY: (RESONATES TO SKY)
Five minutes to a new year new start.
Look at them happy as fresh peaches
in spring, after so long together..
SKY: (TRYING SAY SUAVELY WITH GRIN)
You. Putting a lot of pressure on me.
KAY:
Am, aren't I. Been nobody ever been,
not Reece, no one, handle it more.
Why can't you handle, it, now, Sky?!
SKY:
Kay, I'm trying, trying. Be sweating
this much not be so trying!! I'm near
dying here, can't you see.. Drowning,
in the turbulence feel in my heart!
(CONTINUED)
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KAY:
Got decide sometime! One way, other.
I won't wait forever for you to..
What if I just lay it down, now!!
SKY: (WITH TREPIDATION)
Lay, down, what?..
KAY:
An ultimatum Sky. The, ultimatum!
SKY:
Do that? Perhaps, abandon me? I will
never to the end of time abandon you!
KAY:
Are you not, now?? Not come through..
DRUNK WOMAN IN CROWD:(SQUEALS LOUD)
Everyone! Everyone! Lookie see, two
minutes to New Year, now!! WHOOO!!
The drunken woman, blonde, a stacked twenty-five, tripping
from grasp of her same age guy dance partner, stumbles into
Kay and Sky, Sky deftly with rapid fire reflexes catches her
before her head as strike the floor very hard.
DRUNK WOMAN IN THE CROWD:
Oh oooohhh. Saved me, guy! That, of,
fck, fck, knocked me out, cold..
Sky draws her up to her if yet unsteady level on her feet.
SKY:
Had one too many perhaps, miss.
DRUNK WOMAN IN THE CROWD:
You sure got a great guy, you. Saving
people and all, just like that..
The woman passes out, Sky having catch her again. He gently
lies her into the arms of her guy partner..
SKY:
Think can take it from here?
THE GUY: (NODDING YES)
She drank too much. Going miss countSKY:
-down! I wish could!!..
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (4)
KAY:
Sky!
She sees his hand at his side on his pocket fingers flexing,
retracking, there nervously. She puts her hand flush over
his there, gently pressing it flat. Even though his hand is
ovr the small ring box in his pocket, she feels the budge it
makes in the bend of a couple knuckles in his hand.
KAY: (cont'd)
Its, in there..
SKY: (AFTER A FEW SECONDS)
Been on me since came to New York.
Christmas Eve in Central Park..
KAY:
Knew it. Knew it. You were starting
kneel, and was going..
SKY:
Give it to you, then.. . After the
scuffle, got lost. But I went back
before dawn, found and retrieved it.
KAY:
But you never tried again, give me..
. Not even let on, you were..
A MAN IN THE CROWD:
Thirty seconds to go!! Whoo!
SKY:
I was thinking thinking thinking
about it every second.. .
KAY:
You were. But, decided.., leave it to
tonight, to.., decide?..
SKY:
Yeaah. Something like that.
SEVERAL PEOPLE CHANT: (EXCITEDLY)
Twenty, Nineteen..
KAY:
Well..
MORE PEOPLE JOINING IN CHANTING:
Fifteen, fourteen, thirteen..
He slips hand from beneath hers. He slides it into pocket.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (5)
He withdraws the ring box. In-between them, he opens the
box, and reveals the old fashioned ring, freshly cleaned,
sparkling blazingly in the neon and laser flashing lights.
Kay gasps, struck by it.
Sky starts to kneel. Couples nearby see, and crowd about
them in a semicircle.
ONE LADY NEAR:
Oh got to see this Derek. He's going
purpose to her. How romantic..
BACKGROUND PEOPLE YET CHANTING:
Eight, seven..
The seconds slow like through a thick haze. Six. Five. Four.
In Sky's mind, right then, he sees a massive explosion and
it expands out towards Kay, and reaches her, and flings her,
incinerating, back. He gasps, he drops the ring, speechless.
He looks up to her with the most helpless of look.
SKY:
Kay, I, can't..
Kay's agape a moment, the next furious, more than ever been.
KAY:
Damn you Sky! Another vision! Freaking bad timing for one. About me..
Sky mutely nods. Kay scoops up ring and stares mesmerizingly
at it a second as backs away few staggering steps in stupor.
THE CROWD:
Two.., one..
With all might she throws ring at Sky. It slams his forehead, cuts flesh drawing blood oozing drops down his face.
EVERYONE BUT SKY AND KAY:
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!
The ring in slow motion falls to the floor, and bounces up,
twirling chaotically, its diamond glittering in the frenzy
of lights and now also confetti, and cocktail drinks and
wine spilled from elegant glasses. Ring descends to bounce
around a couple more times as skitters across the ballroom.
It at last come to a rest. Kay and Sky stare at it mutely.
Kay bursts into tears. She crosses to Sky and, slaps him
hard across the face, then charges away through the crowd in
tears. The crowd watches her depart, then turns eyes on Sky.
Ears shut to loud silent crowd and DJ Auld Lang Syne rave..
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (6)
Sky stiffly walks to the ring. He stoops to hunches to hover
over it. He picks it up. He brings it before his eyes. Tear
drops from one his eyes and lands on the diamond. It splits
on diamond's point, and the water cascades down its facets.
One young lady taken by Sky (and ladies have always been
taken to him) comes over to him, and stoops down beside him.
THE LADY:
Whatever about can tell you love her.
Maybe time not right. She could of..
SKY:
Hung on. She been, on and on. Not her
fault, mine.
The lady spies the blood yet ooze from his forehead. She
grabs a handkerchief she's got in her elegant Goushi purse,
and spits in elegant way on it. She wipes the blood away.
THE LADY:
Sure you must got a good reason.
Don't look the sort to abandon..
SKY:
Oh, I'll never abandon her. Just,
can't be with her, other way mean..
THE LADY:
That's touching anyway. She sure look
of abandoned you.. .
Woman reaches again in purse. She withdraws a business card,
and slips it in his hand not holding the diamond ring. She
kisses him on forehead where been struck by ring despite another red drop oozed there. She smiles as rises to her feet.
THE LADY: (cont'd)
She don't come back, you can call me.
You don't have to stay alone.
Sky peers up summoning smile. Her eyes gleam at that. Buoyed
she sways away tipsy of him more than wine. Sky smile wanes.
He looks at the card, her name: Sarah??
SKY: (TO HIMSELF)
Thing is, Sarah, can't be with anyone
any amount time, not put at a risk.
They as destroy me, know my name..
DJ plays Righteous Brothers O my love My darling Ive hungerered for your touch A long lonely time Time goes by so slowly And time can do so much, Are you still mine. I need you..
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INT. BACK INSIDE SUNMAN COMPLEX - BACK 2021, WHERE LEFT OFF
..same ending of it reprised. As he starts slow dance with
Kay, he croons. As they do, Kay rests head on his shoulder.
SKY: (SINGING / MY ORIGINAL SONG)
Ours.., was always an impossible love
Though one meant be to last, destined
for you were always the one for me
the only one meant I dream, be for me
always the one always the one, always
the one......................... the,
one meant for me with be, at the end.
no matter how many times impossible,
been, for us to be together, ..when,
no matter how many whys,days, impossible.., then for us to stay together,
but we again again defied to remain
in love.
Sky stops crone. He kisses Kay on forehead then leans back.
SKY: (TO HIS AI)
Eve, you know the song, care to..
EVE/GRACE:
Sing and play it for you and Kay. Is
music to it, too, Kay.. .
As Eve, performs the song, Sky and Kay embrace in close
dance, in the middle of the Sunman complex.
EVE: (NOW 'PREFORMING' THE SONG)
Ours.., was always an impossible love
Though one meant be to last, destined
for you were always the one for me
the only one meant I dream, be for me
always the one always the one, always
the one......................... the,
one meant for me with be, at the end.
.....................................
no matter how many times impossible,
been, for us to be together, ..when,
no matter how many whys, impossible,
then for us to stay together, but we,
again again defied to remain in love.
..yeh............................ no,
matter how so impossible of imagined,
you with me and our love, to survive,
yet does it still thrive, our love,
as strong and so much more, beyond,
than as when it first began.........
.....(short instrumental part)......
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
EVE: (NOW 'PREFORMING' THE SONG) (cont'd)
you must know, just how much........
it resounds, deep, inside, me!! .....
for I, to be here, with you .........
close by your side, always .........
all those times, we lie my...........
rough skin along your silken skin ...
like wear you inside my heart........
passionate hot, amid the even ......
most dark of coldest, harsh, night...
.......(short instrumental part).....
if never allowed freely talk, walk...
hand in hand out exposed to the world
having stay away from you a distance,
....................................
trying to keep you safe from harm...
trying to hide you away from alarm..
from my superhero world.............
....................................
where nobody can know, you are......
what, who, you are to me.............
if any were to know, I'm that guy....
goes and save the world from mayhem..
of badest kind unleash all hell loose
against you but to rip back at me....
To tear to shreds for my love of you
try make me submit most surely would,
to their blackest aims of no good...
to conquest all that is in me, good..
and lot of the good have in me comes
from my loving that most good in you.
.....................................
your light as crave each waking sight
as the sun whose fire hearth ignites,
inside me, to drive me, yet none so..
more than you.................. oh...
Ours, was always an impossible love
Though one meant be to last, destined
for you were always the one for me
the only one meant I dream, be for me
always the one always the one, always
the one......................... the,
one meant for me with be, at the end.
.............. FOR, OH YOU...........
always the one always the one the one
the one meant for me to be the one...
meant................................
. for you, for you, for you.., you...
always always always always the one..
always the one always the one, one...
you..every now, then, when tomorrow..
the one deepest sunk into my abyss...
ta one whose heart as beats alongside
my heartbeat chose be inside of mine.
(MORE)
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
EVE: (NOW 'PREFORMING' THE SONG) (cont'd)
(short instrumental break)..........
oh the one whose soul unites to mine.
The one always the one of my dreams..
first and true who I most have thirst
oh the one I desi..re, the utmost..oh
the one I most intensely lust to love
oh need, to be with me, forever on...
the one I have protect over and over,
again above everyone, is you, for you
always been...............the one....
always the one always the one always.
the one meant be for me for me to be,
with you.
Kay hugs arms tightly about Sky, their dance ceases to sway.
She lifts her head back off his shoulder, eyes couple inches
from his, gazing intently into his.
KAY:
Know how floor a girl! Whether world
comes to end tomorrow not a thing going think about but you and this now.
SKY: (COYLY WRY)
Great. Hoped like it!
Wild Bill's had enough though was touched as everyone else!
WILD BILL:
Okay, okay. That was lovely, but now,
can you please, Sky, get your Sunman
act go and try save the world, now!!
Sky, stoking down Kay's arm as departs across to Bill, goes
to him and, kisses, Bill, on the forehead.
WILD BILL: (cont'd)
What hell Sky, no time for horsing
around, either!
David Anderson walks to Sky and puts arm about shoulders.
DAVID ANDERSON:
Ready go tackle Sol-AI, now?
SKY:
As Sunman. Grace, time to impact?
EVE/GRACE:
Thirty-six hours. Midnight tomorrow.
SKY:
Midnight forevr. Stickler of stinker!
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)
Superhero Sunman - 2021, Doomsday Attack, Issue #3
Sky, in full SUNMAN gear, except head gear, stands near the
SUNSPHERE in its hanger in the SUNMAN complex. By him stands
twin brother Jason and their father David Anderson. "Wild
Bill" stands few feet behind. It's now two PM, but thirtytwo hours until impact.
JASON:
I'm coming along..
SKY:
Sunman's a solo act, Jase..
JASON:
Look, you need get about outside this
rig. I can take the controls when do.
SKY:
Grace handles that for me.
JASON:
With all due respect, Grace, as super
an AI you are, can't beat the human
touch. Look up my records, see I'm no
slouch at handling anything as moves.
SKY: (LAUGHING)
Noticed finally got around to flying
stuff too. Off the turf, who'd thunk.
JASON:
Besides, you get in a tight spot, I'd
be handy around..
SKY:
Think you could save my ass, uh?
JASON:
Know usually other way. But have..
SKY:
And never let me forget..
JASON:
As you..
The two twin brothers laugh at their mutual ribbing.
SKY:
Okay. But I drive until I got evack.
Brother, we got get you some kind of
gear and look, sometime.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (4)
JASON:
A superhero identity like you.
SKY:
Not like me!
JASON:
A superhero identity not like you.
Fine by me!! Remember that Halloween?
We dressed up.
SKY:
Yah. I was the Knight Shadow and you.
JASON:
The Blue Ninja.
SKY:
You want be that??
JASON:
Hell no kid stuff. Be opposite, you.
SKY:
Well, okay.., what exactly mean..
JASON:
How about The Black Hole.. Even stars
are no match for a black hole!!
SKY/SUNMAN:
Oh, so you want to one up me too!
Always tried, always failed!! Pup.
JASON:
Minute older doesn't make you best.
Only a jackass harping on it.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Want be the Black Hole, go for it.
That be Black Hole Man?
JASON:
Yeah guess. The Black Hole Man.
SKY/SUNMAN: (SARCASTICALLY WRY)
Better than Naked Singularity Man!
JASON: (JOKING)
Not that people wouldn't marvel at..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Yeah, right.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (5)
WILD BILL: (TO DAVID)
Looks like raised a second superhero.
DAVID:
Knew Sky was special. Suspected Jase.
JASON:
Could be. Man, dad, you always favored, Sky. How would you ever see anything as powerful good be in me.
DAVID:
Ouch. Have arose latent abilities?..
JASON:
I keep some things to myself.
SKY:
Like how used to cheat at scrabble?
JASON:
Fk. You knew. How you still beat me
half the time..
SKY:
I cheated back.
JASON:
Thought could hide my mind from you.
SKY:
Better anyone else anyway.
BILL:
Must say again, World about end. Can
we get on with saving it, now! Keep
in touch know where be case need both
your asses be pulled out of the fire.
SKY:
Okay Gruffman! (pause) You all ready?
JASON:
Was ready day I was born, one minute
fresher than you.
SKY:
Okay Jase, Black Hole Man, keep the
low down on your new identity, once
your get shit together. The Red Star
not be too keen on black hole business. What trying avoid. Go kaboom.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (6)
David stands before boys. United as team for the first time.
DAVID:
Proud of you. Any two sons can take
on the most dire of crisis here are.
Consulted with your physics prof,
seems space-time conditions be ripe
for a worm-hole connection to the Red
Star in thirty three hours as hold
open the three hours til midnight.
Before then scattered short duration
connections possible. These are your
windows of opportunity.
JASON:
While out there, anyone see if Brin
can supply me with my own "wheels"?
BILL:
The jury's still out on Brin..
SKY:
Jason's right. Can't have him
piggybacking with me always..,
besides offending Grace..
EVE/GRACE:
I wasn't offended..
SKY:
Were, but like grandma as never say..
"Her" silence confirms it.
SKY/SUNMAN:
I only trust you and Grace with that
task Bill, use the secrets of my Sunsphere tech and modification to suit.
Brin has all the dough as need.
BILL:
And we need plenty of it. In a hurry.
Meantime can replenish the spare Sunshpere. Know a guy as make over it..
JASON:
Pimp my hood!!
BILL:
Could call that! Black Hole detailed
creed as a Black Hole Man need. Maybe
can boost the grav mode. Your dad can
help try modify that.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (7)
SKY/SUNMAN:
He always was more grav.. than me!
JASON:
But nowhere near as grav as Jacks!
DAVID ANDERSON:
Ever think so because of you, boys.
Thinking someday your escapades..
JASON:
And dad you disappearing on everyone!
DAVID ANDERSON:
Yeah. Didn't help. But she was always
on the grav side since day was born.
BILL: (EXASPERATED)
ENOUGH family history! - Rock size of
California headed for us! Got a fking
star 12 times size of Sun on a fking
rampage. Got this under control, NOW!
SKY/SUNMAN: (SURPRISING GRAVE..)
Yes Bill. Lets get cracking, Jase.
Eve/Grace as on cue, powers up the Sunsphere. It begins to
glow, and seem like seethe with crackling energy. Sky goes
to it, and opens up the door, for his twin brother to enter.
Jason saunters over and goes inside. Into the chambers runs
Kay. She dashes over to Sky, and kisses him on the lips.
KAY:
Case..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Not going abandon you now, Kay!
He rubs the ring he's put on her finger.
KAY:
No. Not on, purpose...
Bill goes over to Kay. He puts his arm about her shoulders.
BILL: (SURPRISINGLY COMFORTING)
Coming back. Sunman never lost a war,
sure battle or two but never the war.
Always come through. For you Kay, Sky
find way make even impossible happen.
Save the future of Earth for man!!
Sky takes a open steps over and pats Bill on the shoulder.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (8)
SKY/SUNMAN:
Look after her Bill whatever happens.
Now he kisses Kay on the lips. He smiles at her, as big an
reassuring captivating a smile as ever.
SKY/SUNMAN: (cont'd)
See you around, Kay.
He bounds back to the Sunsphere and enters it, door closing
automatically behind so surface seems again seamless. The
craft begins to hover and fade..,until it becomes invisible.
Even David Anderson is impressed.
DAVID ANDERSON:
Never know my brother been so close
to perfecting it! Too bad not around
see his nephew Sky putting it to use.
His face clouds over.
WILD BILL:
First causality of all this?
DAVID ANDERSON:
Sky thinks now guy had it out for Sky
who snatched Jason, wasn't alone in
that attack. In this random universe,
funny how things link together..
DAVID ANDERSON: (cont'd)
Not been for my brother's unwitting
sacrifice and genius passed along,
Sunman may never come to be, to be
now our only hope for survival..
WILD BILL:
Should taken you along. The intergalactic communication wiz.
DAVID ANDERSON:
Need me, knows where I am to contact.
And understand, spare set of wheels?
Fill me in how to use, in case..
WILD BILL:
Few hours before the refurbishing..
DAVID ANDERSON:
Okay. Let do. Take time Sky get into
Sol-AI's guts, Crex and Blu too any
left them. Imagine heavily protected.
(CONTINUED)
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EVE/GRACE:
Seems a message from Blu. Human one..
DAVID ANDERSON:
How she patch through to us??
EVE/GRACE:
Unknown.. May be a vulnerability.
WILD BILL: (IMPATIENT AS ALWAYS)
What hell she say!
EVE/GRACE:
Says daughter Vanessa wants Sky meet
her. Says help get through to SOL-AI.
WILD BILL:
Smells like a trap ever hear of one!
So her AI up and running, again too?
EVE/GRACE:
Didn't say. Got through to us..
DAVID ANDERSON:
Take a contraption as smart as.. .
Pass along to Sky?
EVE/GRACE:
Should I?..
WILD BILL:
Even got you stomped. I say no!
KAY: (WHO BEEN QUIET IN BACK)
Sky says always been out to steal his
heart to break it. Put up to, by Blu.
DAVID ANDERSON:
Blu may be route into Sol-AI though..
Sky's got sight.., see through what..
EVE/GRACE:
Yes. I will pass along.
WILD BILL:
Know well as I not so bright as day
and freak knows, she messing around
with his head and heart, how that..
Kay holds out her ring.
KAY:
His bond to me, stay true, not stray.

51.
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INT. IN SUNSPHERE - THREE PM, THIRTY-THREE HOURS TO IMPACT
Sky in Sunman gear, Jason his twin brother yet in casual
wear, blue jeans, cowbot boots, and a pullover sweater, are
in the Sunsphere, Sky behind the maneuvering wheel, though
right now, the wheel is moving on its own steered by EVE.
JASON:
FCK Sky - stuck in this holding
pattern over an hour already!
SKY/SUNMAN:
Drones all about Sol-AI site. Thick
as clouds of mosquitoes in summer.
JASON:
Why don't we barge through on a tear.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Kind of defeats purpose of stealth.
We need a clear corridor in there!
JASON:
Any brilliant ideas how? Use that
future seeing ability of yours..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Only seeing..
Jason senses what his twin, sees.
JASON:
Fck no. Her. Vanessa? Know only got
be trap set by her and Blu for you!
SKY/SUNMAN:
Perhaps but not got in touch not had
some incentive of enticement for me..
JASON:
Oookay. Not, got time waste exactly.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Eve you got connection back. I give a
ring, not be detected by the drones?
EVE/GRACE:
Can emit the channel signal hidden
inside of background noise. If you
sure about this..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Yes.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
EVE/GRACE:
Oookay.. . Ringing...
VANESSA (HER VOICE):
Sky, got my message.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Passed along. How devil ever..
VANESSA:
More pressing matters, not say Sky?
SKY/SUNMAN:
Like say a thing. Glad you survived.
VANESSA:
Happy my mother survived too?
SKY/SUNMAN: (SMILING, WORDS CONVEY)
Not, as, happy about..
VANESSA:
But all's in a fk big mess, now.
SKY/SUNMAN:
You not safe bunkered down, with Blu?
VANESSA:
Well yes but surely not think I want,
the Earth to be destroyed!! How lonely. Especially a world without, you.
I want you to be with be, one way or
other, whatever happens, tomorrow..
SKY/SUNMAN:
So you more want me succeed in saving
the world or in just providing a refuge for me escape the end to be with
you. Or all yet a game of playing me?
VANESSA:
Was it Sky, always just a game.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Have said as much..
VANESSA:
Have I not also acted in ways contrary. As shows how much care about you,
us. More than one can love you, Sky!
SKY/SUNMAN:
Saying your "true" heart, wavers..
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)

VANESSA: (ANNOYED, SIGHING SEEMING)
You do test one's resolve. Not true
you having trouble getting into SolAI. Been no hint of alarm of you penetrating there. So think you're held
up by the wall of drones. What if I
provided a corridor of safe passage
through it? That interest you, more?
SKY/SUNMAN:
How can you provide that?..
VANESSA:
Must of realized Blu2 is back up.
SKY/SUNMAN:
You think for a minute trust "her"?
VANESSA:
Think for a minute Blu2 wants this
attack succeed only to be followed by
more on any remaining opposition like
as Blu2 to prop up Sol-AI thinks "he"
is God on Earth over all, now?
SKY/SUNMAN:
Got a point. But again how know Blu2
not in league again with SOL-AI and
this but a convenient easy set-up for
me waltz on in to center of its web.
VANESSA:
You don't. But do you have any other
choice but to, trust me, love?..
Sky senses her smile. His emotions jumbled, clouded, he cannot tell which side of good or evil it lay. Jason watches
him, sensing that. He itches to question Sky on his vision's
sense but Sky puts fingers to own lips. He mouths silently:
"Shh, not knows you here - keep it so!! .
VANESSA: (cont'd)
Such a long pause Sky. Hang about going in circles, matter of time until.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Okay. Guide us in.
Jason glares at Sky apprehensively as shakes head at him no!
Sky shrugs back at him, even adventures an irksome smile.

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)
EVE/GRACE:(UNDETECTABLE N SKYS EAR)
Not trust! May lost all hope prevail.
Sky but nods his head in agreement. Oddly though he grins.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Trap or no trap, I simply can't fail!
VANESSA:
Who you talking to Sky? Your Eve..
SKY/SUNMAN:
She doesn't trust you..
VANESSA:
What do machines, know, of love? You
do still, love, me, some..
Jason across from Sky shakes his head exasperated..
SKY/SUNMAN:
Didn't I save you, when..
VANESSA:
Save anyone of duty and good heart.
All but*..
SKY: (..A SORE POINT, INTERJECTS)
You have a room in my heart..
VANESSA:
You fill the whole sky in mine. But
you fill your sky inside with Kay.
Jason rolls his eyes..
SKY:
Okay, you say.. . You clear the way
for me to get inside Sol-AI's gut?
EVE/GRACE:(UNDETECTABLE N SKYS EAR)
Coordinates coming through. Drones in
a thin corridor are parting aside.
SKY:
Go hit the sweet spot would you, Eve.
No response is needed as Sky feels the Sunsphere alter
heading and move ahead to pass through the opened lane.
VANESSA:
Stay the course and soon be back together. Be so happy next to me again.
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INT. BACK INSIDE SUNMAN COMPLEX - AROUND SAME TIME
WILD BILL: (WORRIED)
Damned. Sky's taken her bait.
DAVID ANDERSON:
I trust my son's instincts. All been
lost before not been for those..
WILD BILL:
Maybe this time felt trapped in corner couldn't elude. A bad move ahead
better than no move at all, when the
whole world as come to an end anyway.
DAVID ANDERSON:
He of fallen into a trap, be with his
eyes wide open.. .
EVE/GRACE: (VOICE INTERRUPTING)
Spare Sunsphere retrofit done within
six hours. Thanks for your help on
the alteration formulas for the grav
simulator Dave, and sourcing for the
outer material, pure black coating,
by your collaboration with Professor
Erich. The Professor wants you go
"pick him up" in the craft soon as
ready. He wants work with you on the
wormhole matter! You'll have barely a
day to solve.
DAVID ANDERSON:
Hopefully not "have to", Sky manage
twist the arms of Sol-AI, and the red
star. We can't keep calling it that.
Suggest a name for it, Eve..
EVE/GRACE:
Hades? Hell Star?
DAVID ANDERSON:
Likely take offense to those..
EVE/GRACE:
Offend more see. Sanguine? No. Ruddy.
No. Vermilion? Rubicund.
WILD BILL:
Between you and I, I'd call, Vermin!
DAVID ANDERSON:
Rubicund, let's go with that.

56.
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INT. BACK IN THE SUNSPHERE - THIRTY-TWO HOURS TIL IMPACT
Sky in Sunman gear but not head gear is yet behind controls
of the vessel. Twin brother Jason stands as watches over his
shoulder out the forward view window, as the craft, still in
invisible exterior mode, hovers right just over and right
before the SOl-AI central headquarters.
SKY:
Knew this whole building should been
leveled after shut Sol-AI down last
year. All damage done it, looks like
never even happened.. I dream it all?
JASON:
No. It was a total mess. Maybe this
time, do the job right and proper.
SKY:
Still, how can you destroy something
total that doesn't live in one place
anywhere, and about near everywhere.
JASON:
Let's just go and save the Earth for
now and figure that one out later!!
SKY: (RUEFULLY)
Thought had solved it, then.. But
you're right. Tuning Vanessa back in,
keep mum okay, Jase. Not a pin drop.
SKY/SUNMAN: (AS JASE NODS YES)
Eve..
EVE/GRACE:
On it. In two seconds..
SUNMAN: (AFTER TWO SECONDS)
Vanessa?
VANESSA:
Here. You arrived?
Sky picks up his Sunman head gear, and holds just overhead.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Just outside. Got the opening the
door in, part, ready? Or here when
the trap well set, all ends?
VANESSA:(DEMURELY ILLUSIVE INTENTS)
Sky. Without a welcoming, hug, kiss.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
SKY/SUNMAN:
Damn not know how I can't read you!
VANESSA:
In your head on physic auto pilot.. .
You know it's something even SOL-AI
never been able figure, that ability.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Good. Hope it stays ever that way.
VANESSA:
Planning try shut down again, after
you get out of it what you need? Or,
for that matter Blu2.. .
Jason across from Sky gives him a cautionary wave of hand.
SKY/SUNMAN:
If Blu2 really doing me
here?. As to SOL-AI, it
work with the devil you
it trying burn all down

a good turn
possible to
know, without
first chance?

VANESSA:
A token of faith served. The roof
access will open in five minutes.
Have park your Sunsphere in flight
and go in on own. Passing along now
revised plans of the inside as all
been renovated and, enhanced.
SKY/SUNMAN:
To stop me getting far in, again?
VANESSA:
Yes. Afraid, once inside, you got to
work out how elude and counteract.
SKY/SUNMAN:
How can Sol-AI not know is opening
the front door, so to speak, to me??
VANESSA:
Blu2 be applying a kind of local
anesthetic code to its system. Only
can sustain a few moments, though.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Always an Achilles heal to shoot an
arrow through. Hum, mentioned us getting together? Are you, inside there?

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (2)
VANESSA:
What one might say imprisoned within.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Now you say.. Blu, too?
VANESSA:
No. I, its Ace of Spades against her.
SKY/SUNMAN:
And, me??
VANESSA:
All life's a pokers game. And no one
can see all the cards, before played.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Saying you don't know..
VANESSA:
Yes. You coming in to save world,
and, me, could all be a ploy but if
is, no hand in it deliberate by me.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Unless you're lying. Great.
EVE/GRACE:
Got three minutes. Two minutes to
decide. One to depart me, and get to
the entry, and set to enter.
SKY/SUNMAN:
Eve, I'm all in.
Sky walks over to Jason picking up a notepad and pen. He
scribbles quickly words on it, and passes it over to him.
Done, Sky lifts up remaining Sunman gear, the headpiece. His
twin brother quickly reads the note, nodding head. He lays
it face down on a panel and crosses over to his brother and
hugs him. He pumps a fist to his. Sky towards console, gestures for Eve to shut off the sound transmission a moment.
SKY/SUNMAN: (cont'd)
Wish me luck, bro.
JASON:
Wish me luck if have go save you saving everything and one! Not least you
from her clutches. Bet lies, all it!
Sky ruefully grins. He dons the Sunman headgear. He goes to
the exit hatchway. He hunches there, set ready to depart.
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INT./EXT. SUNSPHERE TO SOL-AI COMPLEX ROOF - SOON AFTER
Sunman emerges out the hatch of the yet invisible Sunsphere
so seems he appears out of nowhere as he clears craft and
hops the three feet to roof-top. He has flashbacks from a
year ago when he gained entry to the building this very
spot. It bothers him, too good be true to gain this time an
easy pass after the havoc he'd wroth. But true to Vanessa's
word, entry door opens ten feet away, no sigh of opposition.
INT. INSIDE THE SUNSPHERE - NEXT MOMENT
Sky's twin inside the Sunsphere watches Sunman blithely
cross to the entry. Jason shakes his head.
JASON:
Too damn easy! Got be a set-up! Have
think what I can do to..
EVE/GRACE:
Be headed to central nexus for SolAI, dead middle center of building.
JASON:
He's got no way to sway it, cut off
from you, everyone. But power of persuasion. What use against a megalomaniac AI hellbent on absolute power.
EVE/GRACE:
He does have some other facets tucked
away in his back pockets so to speak.
JASON:
If captured, be stripped of all them.
May not even get a chance to "chat".
Jason senses an ill-ease in the silence of her pause.
JASON: (cont'd)
Something up?
EVE/GRACE:
Drones are returning to posts around
the entry. Heavy concentration. I'm
ascending rapidly so not detect us.
JASON:
Now be not even close be able help.
EVE/GRACE:
Plow Sunsphere through them if need!!
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

https://www.reverbnation.com/7milestare/song/25346752-foryou-2016-mix
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CONTINUED: (2)

NEXT.. tackling RS, SAI, the underground, drones, wormholes,
breaking into.., who stand out as particular Villain, Blu?
Vanessa? Qake? A new created villian<< not seen before,

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (3)

bit more.. to..

..END OF ISSUE TWO...

Song Shine a Light, by Frank Johnson, begins to play.. .
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CONTINUED: (4)

have go read the hard copy!! to get a recap of what what..

timeline check 2013 sky 19, SM origin 2019 SQ2020 2021 is 27
whole biz with blu & stellar is, all happens before is
sunman as part of skyfall..
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (5)

year? 2017 ??, sky and kay be 23

2020 is SQuel

more flashback stuff, inc, xmas day, ny eve....., back to
cali........, then back to the future, 2021, end of their
dance together.

HAVE TO REVIEW GO BACK OVER THE ENTIRE OVERALL TIMELINE

stach stoker
ist series

1. Kay near drowns, their dad goes missing,
2. halloween 1 / king like figure
3. Vrs drack, blackout, stock

xmas episode before or after car chase one
Order of the episodes
Beach trailor sept
Halloween oct
Car show nov
the car chase 2 by autocars Incidents on Catalina island /
meeting cpu gal pal plus
------------- became aware of his capabilities
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED: (6)
Xmas attk and nyeve (2?)
------------- They are separated.. relationship wise
begins Involvement with stella/r like figure, friend is
crippled, when he protects her
gets involved with her mom's corp, and AIs
Stunt, the sponsorship issue.., part downfall timeframe
the car chase 2 by autocars Incidents on Catalina island /
meeting cpu gal pal plus, zeta

Ist sequel
REREAD SEQUEL SCRIPT........, crek, and new flame..
AI

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:
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CONTINUED: (2)
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